
The Static Assemblage Point

All  energy  systems  are  assembled  from  an  epicentre.  Galaxies,  stars,  planets, 

molecules and atoms all oscillate and have a centre of rotation.  The forces of gravity 

and magnetism both have an epicentre.

The human body is an electrical energy system. Its electrical properties have largely 

been ignored by modern science. Conventional medical science has yet to recognise 

the existence of the Assemblage Point.  

The human energy body is an oscillating energy field; the energy body is also called 

the human aura. The Assemblage Point is the centre of this oscillating energy field. 

If we extending our arms above our head, the edge of our energy field  is where the 

tips of our fingers reach. If we extend our arms outwards to the side of our body the 

edge of energy field is roughly where the tips of our fingers reach.

The Assemblage Point is a concentrated vortex of energy that links the energy body to 

the physical body. The energy body should be symmetrical with the physical body. 

The chapter on the Toroidal System and the Assemblage Point explains that we have a 

central vertical flow of energy running through the body (Central Assemblage Energy 

Channel) and  a  horizontal  flow  of  energy  (Assemblage  Point)  through  the  body 

forming a cross pattern.

When these two energy channels are in alignment  we experience a state of mental, 

emotional,  physical balance and optimum function. If these two channels of energy 

are in alignment we have the maximum flow of energy to the 10 trillion cells  in the 

human body. Each cell has its own energy field.

The Assemblage Point is different from the Heart Chakra even though it exists in the 

same area of the body. The Assemblage Point  and the Central Assemblage Energy 

Channel can be seen as the scaffold for the energy body that hold the chakra system in 

the correct place.

The position of the Assemblage Point influences the activity of the chakras, glands, 

organs, and immune system. It also affects the posture and complexion.

The more balanced we are the stronger will our energy body be and this protects us 

from unwanted external energies.  When the Assemblage Point  is  in  alignment  this 

creates strong Wei Qi (Defensive Energy). In Chinese Medicine it is said that Wei Qi 

1. Helps to protect the body

2. Warms the surface of the body

3. Regulates body temperature by opening and closing the pores

People who catch colds easily often have weak Wei Qi. Wei Qi deficiency may also 

make it difficult for us to regulate our body temperature.
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The  Assemblage  Point  lies  in  the  centre  of  the  chest  at  the  nipple  line.  The 

Assemblage Point is slightly higher on women than men. At this point lines of energy 

pass through the chest and out of the back.

The Assemblage Point is actually a cluster of energy lines. These lines pass through 

the chest and out of the back like the Earth’s magnetic North and South Pole. 

The clustering of lines of energy at the Assemblage Point creates a stronger energy 

potential compared to other areas of the energy field. The energy potential is strongest 

close to the body where the energy lines are most concentrated. Further away from the 

body the energy lines spread out and the energy potential is less. 

Where the cluster of lines enter the physical body, they create an area of skin that is 

tender when pressed. This area has a diameter of about 0.5 to 1.0 centimetres. This 

tenderness can be quite uncomfortable and may also be felt at the Assemblage Point 

location on the back. 

Infrared digital thermometers and infrared image scanners show that the Assemblage 

Point has a temperature 0.2 of a degree lower than the surrounding skin. Physicist Ron 

Trott did scientific measurements of the Assemblage Point. 

 

At the Assemblage Point location the skin is often blemished, sometimes by a reddish 

spot. Touching the spot with your finger will cause the skin to redden more than the 

skin elsewhere on the chest. 

The Assemblage Point  should be in  the centre of the chest.  If people are very left 

brained this may move the Assemblage Point to the right.

If the Assemblage Point moves, then the energy field  has to shift,  it  has no choice. 

When  the Assemblage  Point  moves,  it  changes  the energy flow through the body 

affecting our physical, emotional and mental health.

The Assemblage Point is directly connected to the “life  force” of the individual.  The 

Assemblage Point is  not part of the physical body. It is  the epicentre of the energy 

body that interpenetrates the physical body. 
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The location and entry angle of the Assemblage Point into the physical body dictates 

the shape, quality and texture of the energy field. The location and entry angle of the 

Assemblage  Point  affects the biological activity of the nervous system,  the organs, 

glands and the brain.

The  position  of  the  Assemblage  Point  has  a  direct  effect  on  our  physical  and 

psychological health.  When the Assemblage  Point  is  correctly aligned  we will  feel 

positive and happy. We will be healthy and interact well with other people.

Birth

At the time of birth,  the Assemblage Point  is  positioned at the navel  area. We are 

assembled at this point. After we are born the Assemblage Point moves up the front of 

the body along the Conception Vessel acupuncture meridian. 

Babies and Children

With babies and young children the Assemblage Point has no fixed location. For the 

first three years of a child’s life the Assemblage Point can move freely. This is why 

young children are so delightful and their emotional state can change very quickly. 

Young children are very flexible and impressionable.

As  a child's  personality  develops,  their  Assemblage  Point  location becomes  more 

fixed.  Given a stable home environment,  a child's  Assemblage  Points will  become 

fixed when they are around six  or seven years of age. The Assemblage  Point  will 

remain in its correct location unless they experience some sort of trauma.

Children with a serious misalignment of their Assemblage Point do not find it easy to 

integrate  with  their  peers.  Young  people  who  have  experienced  accidents, 

intimidation,  and  illness  or  have  psychological  problems  are  likely  to  have  a 

misaligned Assemblage Point. 

Generally  we would not realign a child’s Assemblage Point until they are ten years 

old and over. For this realignment to be stable the child will need to have a supportive 

home environment.

Adolescence

Once the child  reaches puberty the hormonal changes that take place may move the 

Assemblage Point out of alignment. Teenagers will benefit  from regular Assemblage 

Point re-alignment.

Death

As we approach the time of death,  the Assemblage Point  moves down towards the 

navel. If the Assemblage Point moves below the navel death will occur.

What Causes the Assemblage Point To Shift

At some point during life everyone will experience an accident, trauma, disease, grief, 

pain, heartbreak or depression. These life  situations can cause the Assemblage Point 

to be ‘knocked out of alignment’ or drift off centre.
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Physical,  emotional or mental trauma can all cause the Assemblage Point to shift  or 

fracture  into  pieces.  Most  physical  and  psychological  disease  can  be  linked  to  a 

displaced Assemblage Point. The Assemblage Point can also move into organs like 

the liver and heart.

When the Assemblage Point is out of alignment we may feel unwell or anxious. We 

may be  lacking  in  energy and feel  that life  is  a constant  struggle.  Any sudden or 

prolonged stress can shift the Assemblage Point off centre. Events that may shift  the 

Assemblage Point off centre include: – 

Emotional Trauma - Grief, Pain, Heartbreak, Depression

Bereavement

Violent Attack

Intimidation

Giving Birth

Drug Use (Legal or Illegal)

Drug Addiction

Sudden Shock

Operations

Toxins

Prolonged Stress

A Change in a Major Relationship

Loss of Job

Car Accidents or Other Accidents

Long Term Illness

Glandular Fever

Persistent Exposure to Pollution

Severe Trauma

A Blow on the Head

Operations

Substance Abuse

Any  of these  events  may  lead  to  a  personality  change.  The  person may  become 

moody, more prone to illness or they may develop a degenerative condition.

Signs of a Misaligned Assemblage Point 

Anxiety,  Panic,  Depression,  Exhaustion,  Apathy,  Mood Swings,  Chronic  Fatigue, 

Chronic Stress, Introversion, Social Anxiety, Serious Illness. 

When the Assemblage Point moves out of place the person’s mood and behavioural 

changes,  their  complexion  deteriorates,  their  eyes  lack  lustre  and  their  posture 

becomes worse. The person may say that they no longer feel themselves or that they 

cannot do everything they used to do. They may say that that no longer feel happy.
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